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That Little Place Just Over the Rainbow
Christopher Sample

Fve seen the sun shine before the nightfall
Showed me the path just beside the yellowed brick wall
Sooner or later I’ll be knocking on the wizard’s door
Wish I could wish no more
Nothing never needn’t more
Clap my heels three times and I’m not home but back to the start
Replay the climax in slow-mo, stop the heart
Kill the wicked which ever direction they are
North South East side of West
Not water use liquor, it’s quicker, the best
In this world there are no victors just default winners
All wasted, tasted it
The smooth sweet velvety flavor of sinners
Greed envy pride & prejudice
Relentless injustice anywhere, it’s everywhere
Except where the shade don’t go and the rain doesn’t know
That little place just over the rainbow.

At
the Top
A/at/ran Szanto
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I Think There’s Something Out There

The Unknown
D avid Pohlman

Tim Arrington

I think there’s something out there
The night is its disguise.
I think there’s something bush-hiding
With greenish-evil eyes.
The wind just changed direction;
Now all the air is still.
I think there’s something out there
I think it’s out to kill.

I don’t have too much longer;
I don’t have time to spare.
I have to get myself indoors
I have to take good care.
This thing is on its way to me
This thing is coming near.
I don’t have too much longer;
I just have IT to fear.

I think it’s coming closer
It’s snaking through the brush.
I think it’s weaving in and out
To keep it’s sound hush-hush.
My hair is standing up on end,
My skin is snaky tight
I think it’s coming closer
This thing can darken light.

This thing has locked the doors somehow.
They’re bolted shut and tight.
This thing is so much smarter and
It turned off all the lights.
I cannot get inside my house
Though safety lies within.
This thing has locked the doors somehow.
And now believes it wins.

I think it’s gone to flank me
To sneak up from behind.
I think it plans a sneak attack
I just might lose my mind.
My eyes scan darkness, searching hard
I cannot see a thing.
I think it’s gone to flank me,
Alarm bells ‘round me ring.

But I devised a plan, you see.
I thought it up right quick.
My plan will catch this thing, just watch;
I’ll trap it with a trick.
It’s nighttime now and nearing morn
The moon is shining on
But I devised a plan, you see;
I plan to wait ‘til dawn.
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If I can stay alive til dawn
When Sun’s bright rays shine down.
If I can make it to the dawn
I’ll live on, safe and sound.
Forget this beasts’ demented smile,
Forget its evil grin
If I can make it to the dawn
The game’s up and I win!
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Seeking the Sun
Christopher Stuart

I want to wake to a world with no night,
I watch the stars go out one by one,
And pray with each for the dawning of the sun,
Such that all the dark is forced to wane,
And light thats lost is found again.

A Life to Dream
Zachary Berends- Torres

I want to awake to a world of dreams,
Where all barriers sunder on poet’s whim,
A world where bright wishes avail,
And the light makes darkness dim.
I want to sing in a world of voices,
A choir bold and loud and strong,
Each note prevail to hold the dawn,
Eclipsed by naught in joyful song.
I want the sky to burn bright blue,
And for dark to be something,
Which falls steep from “known” to “ never knew”
And all stories continue without close,
And only blank pages to fill life with prose.

Road to Pilatus
Nat/w/i Szar/to

How can one love, when life is filled with so much hate.
Life seems to throw me another slap in the face,
Seems to me this universe is nothing more than a torture chamber with infinite space,
A vacuum that seems to suck forever and ever at life,
A world that causes so much hate and strife.
How are we supposed to live!
Maybe it’s not just to live but to dream.
But sleep in this never resting destructive world is an untouchable peace,
A luxury,
And when sleeping is so hard, is it not true that to dream would be a royal delicacy.
So I sit and I struggle trying to feed my malnourished dreams,
Looking for something like a tunnel, where at the end a blazoned light gleams,
And in the center there is a throne to sit on after my weary journey,
But till then I’ll still fight life till I have victory,
Continue to struggle with daily despair and sorrow,
Knowing that I’m that much closer to the dream that might be tomorrow.

I seek the sky,
I seek the sun,
I seek a world,
Without the word “gone,”
But just “begun.”
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Valentine Confessions

Mondae Atughonu
I never meant for you to fall in love.
For as much as I said those three simple words,
I never knew you meant them so much, while they remained words to me.
Through days, weeks, and months these words passed from my lips to your heart,
Filling you with hope and desire,
Until you fell into the words I had just been saying.
Now we are left with a sea of uneven emotions.
As I begin to see the relationship coming to an end, you know we have to work
Because you L-O-V-E me.
Me, a man who spoke before he thought and now has to break a heart.
Me, your dream come true.
Me, who has the messages to prove my feelings for you are over,
And belong to another.
Me.
I never meant for you to fall in love.
I knew we were never meant to last.
You see, as you dubbed me your knight in shining armor,
I had already rescued another damsel in distress.
-Prince Compassione

Love Symbolically
Berends-Torres

Zachary

Love

Michelle Pearson

From the golden fields of wheat,
Where children's laughter is loud and sweet.
To the river's water clean and fresh,
And its whispered sighs of breath.
Are these not love symbolically?
From the bud of the rose,
Where beauty grows.
To the silent grace of white snow,
And how it sets the land all aglow.
Are these not love symbolically?
To the pine strong and tall,
And its embracing arms that never fall.
To the widowed willow all old and gnarled,
Its bark aged with sorrow.
Are these not love symbolically?
To the couples in the city park,
And the security of the stars in the dark.
From the sand on the beach white and fine,
To the hand clasped in mine.
You are the love just right for me.

Hanging Flower

D avid Pohlman
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The Warm Window
Tim Arrington

I want to touch your face one more, last time, and see if I still can’t find the edges of the mask.
I want to breathe your neck in, I want to hope for it, like I hoped for the last letter you wrote me
Before you tore it up and told me. I want you to make strange sounds and comforting noises, to
Hear your humming whispers just to see if they sound like the lies they are a second time around.
I want your throat enclosed in my hands, so I can have the option
Of pulling it to my lips or crushing it like the bugs we used to listen to
That chirp two, chirp three, chirp four out the warm window and once more they’d go
Chirp two, chirp three, chirp four times is the counted, countless nights you spent with me,
Weaving the web like the spider I always knew you were but made myself forget.
Sometimes when the diamond is as beautiful as you, you forget how sharp it is.
I want to hold your waist again, pull it into mine like I’d only ever dreamed about in the bed
We shared those chirp two, chirp three, chirp four nights together and I couldn’t sleep after you left
But you couldn’t sleep if you didn’t and together we made insomnia prouder and prouder and
Louder and louder ‘til I’d quiet you down, but even then the silence didn’t let me rest. It spoke to me
Reminding me, taunting me, miming me that one day soon one of us would leave the other and
Whoever left first wouldn’t be alone like I would be.
I want to run my fingers like spiders scurrying down your feet again
So I can hear that laugh I taught myself to recognize across cities, across states,
Across oceans because even oceans couldn’t keep us apart when I wanted to
Breathe you in like that air you only find near the beaches. Fresh and free and tiring and
Your fickle love gave me just enough time to hold you so close to my heart that your heartbeat
And mine beat together for just once, just louder than the chirp two, chirp three, chirp four that drifted
Into my room from out the warm window and let me pretend for a few seconds I’d have you forever.
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Lonely

D avid Pohlman
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Elsewhere
Alyssa Brant

My mind is not with me today
It left me early just this morn
To circle our fair living sphere
And return with the radiant dawn

Here I am and here I stay
My mind not even close
It wanders from sky to Aesop’s bay
Visiting with ghosts

My mind is not with me today
Deserving this much needed respite
From the trials, travails, and troubles
Which assault me in the night

That thought enabler races
Across Manifest Destiny plains
With wild painted horses that
Have never known the reigns

Forgive me then my comments, my actions
Both strange and quite absurd
Do not mistake my absentmindedness
And feel you are unheard

It rushes over muddy river banks
Leaves deserts in the dust
Dreams an ancient landscape
Destroy it, though, it must

I listen to you as always - go ahead
List, as you are wont to do
Your hopes your fears your joys your dreams
Your wants your needs and your haves too

It scales the majestic mountain ridge
Wades through the marshes of yore
Space widens perceptibly
That time continuum tore

I praise you your accomplishments
Hold your head up high
Teach you to laugh at your embarrassments
Humble yourself, your vanity, your pride

The trees grow thick and guarded
In the forest I, or part of I, travel
The world descends in darkness
Life starts to unravel

It is impossible to trivialize
What is what is what is
Imagination’s limits’ rift
Limits not consciousness

Forced upon - by Force Disclosed
Reality enters unto the fold
Elsewhere will just have to wait
While pressing matters hold

Mind today and Mind tomorrow
My mind returns - with it, sorrow

Heaven’s breath and Grace attest
The mind is never, never at rest.

Tree

Nathan Szanto
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Frozen

Zachary Berends-Torres

Feel the cold like death settle on my lips,
And chills my bones, then sets to numbing my fingertips,
As I walk into this bleak, dull, gray winterscape,
I look into the downtown night sky,
Only to discover it’s been covered in Christmas decor,
A sigh escapes forth from my body,
Not knowing whether it was caused by the aches of a heart that’s lonely,
Or the pangs of a love that’s empty,
I wish this dark would dissipate from me like my winter breath,
Would relinquish this chain from my chest,
All I want to do is lay down and sleep.
Sleep to get this weight off my chest,
Sleep to clear my mind till it’s bright and crisp like crystal glass,
Sleep to dream of simpler things,
A simpler place a little less dreary to me,
A place a little less cluttered of these things that bother my heart,
A place where I’m a little bit more me.
I wish I could sleep forever to escape this reality,
I don’t want to wake up and leave the comfort of bed,
To wake up and fight the cold, to things I dread,
To wake up and feel alone, to wake up and know I am alone.
I only feel it worse as I walk by the couples wondering in the cold,
Walking together with their hands in mitts, walking together mitt in mitt,
Seeing them share a cup of hot chocolate, raising it to take sips,
And warm their lips,
Yes I know my lips are cold and chapped,

And I know these lips won’t taste warmth,
Instead the cold will freeze my lips to a purple black,
Freeze so far down till my heart cracks,
From the lack of warmth of another heart next to mine,
From the freeze of loneliness that burns deeper over time.

1

Liberty Bridge
Nathan Szanto
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The Fate of the Argos

Jason Thrasher

“I think being on this moon for so long has affected his mind.” The crew looked back to the corner to find
evidence of this claim. Old Jim did have that look about him. His eyes were heavy with age but wide with alertness.
His hair was unkempt and his hygiene careless, something immediately evident in a sealed room like The Flying
Dutchman.
“Why didn’t he ever go back to Earth?” asked Manoj as he sat next to Ben.
“I don’t know. Maybe be has no family left there and now he wouldn’t be able to stand there. And he’s still
supposedly a good engineer.” Ben continued when they turned back to their drinks, “I heard he was among the first
settlers of Polyphemus. It wasn’t even named yet. It was just the Kraken Outpost back then.” He finished his drink
and waved over the bartender.
“Another, Ben?”
“Yeah, Mick. Thanks. Hey, do you know anything about Old Jim?”
“He was old when I landed, but I heard he served on the Argos.” Ben and his mates’ eyes widened with
disbelief.
“The Argos?” asked one of the sailors.
“That’s what I’ve heard,” confirmed the bartender. They returned their gaze with new found interest to the
shadow of a man in corner. Did he really serve on the Argos? Did he know the truth about its fate? How did he
survive? A million questions flashed through the men’s’ minds. Jim’s old eyes noticed their stares and they reacted
by burying their faces into their drinks.
“I’m going to ask him,” said Ben as he rose from his seat. His courage infected the others and the posse
timidly approached Jim’s empty table. They circled the table and in their shadow, Jim looked up.
“Can I help you boys?”
“We heard that you served on the Argos,” started Ben.
“Yep” was the old man’s monosyllabic response. On this, Ben and his mates seated themselves at Jim’s table.
Some had to steal chairs from other tables and had no space between them.
“So, what happened?” asked Ben.
“I could use another drink to get me started.” Ben summoned the bartender, ordered Jim another, and
begged with his eyes for the story. “It was many years ago and I was about your age. The Argos had just finished
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being assembled. She wasn’t the first or the greatest vessel sailed on the Kraken Mare, but she was a good boat. Her
captain was Jenn Smythe, but we called her Smitty. There were two scientists, Xiao and Halverson, that did the sci
ence stuff, and I was the ship’s engineer. The first few months were without any hitches.
In that time, we just trolled around, mapping the seafloor and taking periodic samples. My main job was
just to make sure that the hull didn’t freeze on the hydrocarbon lake. One day, I was sitting at my panel of monitors
and controls, minding my own business, when Halverson called to the captain for a full stop.
‘This better be good, you know that I hate stopping. That just
means less time in that clean, well-lighted place,’ snapped Smitty as
she brought the boat to a halt, which as you know, is easy and quick
in this thick soup.
Halverson pointed to his radar screen and said, ‘There’s a
peak in the seafloor here, but it looks strange.’ We all went to his
screen to see it, but it just showed a generic image of the Kraken
Mare’s chilling deep. ‘Where’s it at?’ asked Xiao.
‘We couldn’t have passed it yet,’ Halverson said as he pushed
his way to the screen to point it out, but the screen was blank of
any unique features. ‘Maybe we passed it and the lag in the radar
made it seem closer. Let me check the recorded data.’ Halverson went
through the images until it appeared on the screen. He was right, it
was an underwater mountain, but there was something off about it.
It seems to be carved with geometric shapes, but not normal shapes.
Collected with the image, was the position of the mountain in the
lake.
‘In all my years of studying seafloor geography on Earth, I’ve
never seen anything like that,’ said Xiao, “but I do remember hear
ing about a distress call of a colleague’s ship in the South Pacific that
mentioned something like that. But the ship disappeared without a
trace.’
Halverson read off the position and told the captain to return there,
Closeup of GussetLe AnnPlate
H elling
‘Smitty, can you back the ship up a little?’ She capitulated to the sci-
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ence, as she always did. Halverson
switched back on the live feed of the
radar data. The boat reversed to the
position points of the original images,
and Halverson yelled ‘Stop!’ But before
the boat came to a rest, it shuddered as
if it hit something. ‘What was that?’ I
darted to Halverson.
‘That’s why I yelled to stop. The radar
shows that we hit a shallow spot.’ He
wasn’t kidding. The screen showed
a solid surface right below the ship. I
noticed a flashing red light out of the
corner of my eye and looked over to
my station.
‘Is my ship alright Jim?’ asked Smitty.
‘Apparently the outer hull is breached
and we’re leaking heating fluid.’
‘Why didn’t you tell me this shallow
Swirls andMichelle
Curls
spot was here?” barked Smitty at Hal
Pearson
verson.
‘This is the spot of the strange reading, but we didn’t go over this the first time,’ squeaked Halverson. Smitty then
turned to me and asked, ‘Can we make it back to harbor with this leak?’
‘I’m afraid that we can’t, but I can fix it if you can move us from this rock.’ The captain drove the boat from its ac
cidental anchorage easily enough and once Halverson confirmed that the depth was good enough, I started putting
on my suit. I don’t know if you’ve ever had to wear a Titan diving suit, but it’s not a settling thought knowing that
cryogenic methane was just an inch away. I’d rather take my chances with a p-suit in vacuum.
Anyway, as I was in the airlock waiting for it to equalize, I thought that I had seen something on the surface of the
sea through the door window. But I figured that it was just a wave. The waves here are so strange. They’re slower in
the thick methane and low gravity.
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I climbed down the portside hull and found the leak under the ‘water’ line. As I was getting ready to patch the hole,
the boat pitched sideways so that the hole and I were suddenly out of the sea, into the air, and hung there. I yelled
into the radio ‘What’s happening!?’ but the only reply that I heard were screams. I climbed the tilted boat back to
the airlock and was about the open the door when I realized that Xiao had closed himself in the airlock and was
trying to get out without a suit. Had he gone mad?
I pushed to keep the door shut, but Xiao had a madman’s strength. A spark in the airlock must have ignited the
cabin air with the fuel atmosphere, because a fireball rushed out, engulfing Xiao, and throwing me dear of the boat
into the mare. Halverson’s screams echoed in my helmet and I saw the matching face in the windows as something
that looked like a tentade reached out from under the oily surface of the lake around the boat on the starboard
side. The shape pulled the Argos into its frozen grave and left me to float there alone. A few hours later, a rescue
craft found me suffering from the onset of hypothermia.
I told the crew my tale, but they thought that I had hallucinated the creature of the Kraken Mare. The ship couldn’t
be found and the official report said that it was a catastrophic hull breach and fire that killed the crew and brought
down the ship. But I know what I saw. If you’re out on that sea and run aground, make sure that it is really ground
that you‘ve hit. If not, something ancient
from before this moon became a lifeless
rock will drag you and your boat down to
the dark abyss like it did to the poor Argos
and her crew.”
The young engineers sat in silence at Jim’s
tale. “Thanks for the drinks boys, and heed
my warning,” said old, crazy Jim as he
stumbled towards the door.

Mountain-Sized Puddle
Nar/km Sza/itv
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A Life to Dream

Whole

Zachary Berends- Torres

Alyssa Bryant

How can one love, when life is filled with so much hate.
Life seems to throw me another slap in the face,
Seems to me this universe is nothing more than a torture chamber with infinite space,
A vacuum that seems to suck forever and ever at life,
A world that causes so much hate and strife.
How are we supposed to live!
Maybe it’s not just to live but to dream.
But sleep in this never resting destructive world is an untouchable peace,
A luxury,
And when sleeping is so hard, is it not true that to dream would be a royal delicacy.
So I sit and I struggle trying to feed my malnourished dreams,
Looking for something like a tunnel, where at the end a blazoned light gleams,
And in the center there is a throne to sit on after my weary journey,
But till then I’ll still fight life till I have victory,
Continue to struggle with daily despair and sorrow,
Knowing that I’m that much closer to the dream that might be tomorrow.

Changeling bright
My ‘Starry Night’
a’ftx a’fix
wings fold
dive my first
full wonder
my undivested hope
Cut through depths
of deepest sea
Surface to the Sun
Sparkle Night
My Changeling bright
Let this test be done

Fragilef/a/waA
Flyer
Barter

Rise the Morning Star
My only one true North
offend, offend
Nature
keep my wonder and
my hope whole

In the Clouds
Nat/ian Szanto
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Nostalgia
Tim Arrington

Every time I return to my grandparents’ house in Streator, Illinois, the first thing I look at is the yard. How the
small gardens doing, if the lilac bush is blooming. If the gutters need cleaning, and how many bunny rabbits are
lazying around. Then I go inside and smell, and I’ve never smelled anything better. It smells of really old wood, of
a 7 year old who treated it like a castle, of cup after cup of light, rich coffee and too strong perfume before church
on Sunday morning.
The hall shrunk over the years; I don’t have to look up to see the pictures anymore. It’s too short to run down when
my Poppy gets home from work or when my mom comes to visit. Instead of beer in the fridge, it’s Diet Coke.
Instead of chips on the microwave, it’s diabetes needles. No VCR anymore either, a DVR sits there instead. The
carpet’s changed, the flooring’s different.
Only the basement’s stayed the same. I almost forgot about the basketball hoop down there. It comes up to my chin
now. The shelf against the wall hasn’t moved in ten years; the hundreds of cleaning supplies have mostly come and
gone, but some have been with the shelf since the beginning. I feel comfortable in the bar now. I’m still scared in
the storage room sometimes. And I never use the bathroom down there.
Mustang
Dav/WPoA/man
That old family room never saw a crowd but for Sunday
| 'y" /'
races and football games, and you weren’t allowed to drink
anything but a beer if you were of age or close to it. Every
body was family, and most people actually were related to
everyone else. In a small town like that, everybody spends
Sundays with God and family. I used to swing myself up
and down the banisters instead of walking the stairs; it was
more fun and I’d always get yelled at for it. That and rock
ing on the dining chairs. If there’s one place where love
resides in this thoroughly loveless world, it’s that house.
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Bonfire

John Morgan

The structure catches
then blossoms:
a flaring beauty
born of wood
and whiskey.
Those assembled
watch the
compelling flames
& the cats visit
along the line,
then sit and join
in the common gaze.

Kingdom Mesa

I wish I brought
my Indian tapes,
the Athabascan girl drawls
dreamily—
we could dance.
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Photons Unicycle
Alyssa Bryant

D avid Poblman

They leave their stars in a wave
(with a wave goodbye)
Return before their light goes out
Return before they leave
For in their wave
Their wave goodbye
Time moves sluggishly
In this way a starry photon meets with one on our Earth
Travels with and takes it back
No Evening Star to fall in
Love or into jealous rage
No Ghost of Music lingering
Obsessively in the wings
The halls of Stars are golden
Inlaid and out
The halls of Stars are molten
Redesigned ev’ry hour
Even the hours melt together
Molten Lava Time
Photons bounce through waves of it
As they wave “Hello” “Goodbye”
Hannah Barber
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What Does It Take
Tim Arrington

What does it take to change a life?
A life filled with sorrow, a life filled with strife?
What catalyst near, what far flung vision
Prevents the coming collision?

Quartet

D avid Pohlman

What does it take to change a life?
The smoke from a gun, the slash of a knife?
What God from pure heaven or demons within
Can free my soul of sin?
What does it take to change a life?
When hearts are filled with emotions, and rife
With hate and cruelty and malice it brings
What tune does true love sings?
What must I do to change it, I ask?
Cast aside writhing shadows and rip off the masks!
What freedom from pain, what freedom from Hell
Can bring about a peace to quell?
What does it take, what does it take,
Forsake the bonds of humanity, forsake!
For all I can think with my last dying breathe
Is of love, love, love and lost loneliness...

Peacock
Hiren Patel
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January Love Song

These

Gene Doty

John Morgan

moon glowing behind high vapors
as the earth erases its shadow
stringed instruments haunt the tune
oh, my Rosie, how hard to be
so far apart on this cold cold night

These
berries
boldly red
in the snow
of February
just a few
alone
among the
twigs &
bleakest
brush.

Home Away from Home

30

A Muveszet
Nar/ran Szanto

Hannah Barber
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Against All Odds

Hannah Barber

Broken Dreams and Demons

Kiara Shank

Sometimes I feel as if I am made of rusty bent dreams and demons l^ lSpsSpiggg
For I am the residue of exile and forbidden tongues
my history written by my oppressors
My soul is shriveled and emaciated .waiting to dang long for a sunrise
but only been experiencing the misfortune of sunsets
So I will sit here and wait....
and I want to know the fate of people like me, the ones without countries
who only knows how to dream in a thousand foreign tongues?
No one has solved my complex equation I call life
so as this small town is slumbering and billowing out oppression,
I run to the lake and swing on the swings, as if I were a child again
I take off my hijab and let the wind whisper into my hair
and I whisper to the sky ...pleading....
the tears trickling down my cheeks
spelling out the words to my depression
And, I break pencils into stubs because they could not convey the feel of wandering to lands, that will never utter
the words, “welcome home.”
on nights like these
my tears replaces the stars in the darkness above
head tilted down in submission
I ask the moon, whit it's mocking smile ...why does life feels as if I am chasing shadows?

MTV

Tim Arrington

I’ve never captured beauty in a smile
Though often seen one shine upon my face.
To bring around that gaze should take a while.
Though some have long regarded as a race.
A smiling beauty should be free to roam
And share her love with those who gaze upon.
No hell or fury yet shall she entomb
And brighter shall she shine, too like the sun.
For he who seeks to capture shooting stars
Has that and more awaiting as he treads
For not a single cause from near or far
Should halt such beauty or take place instead.
I know not what in life I wish to do
Except to waltz triumphant next to you.

Alley in NatAa/t
Bassel
Sza/uo
33

White Flag
Christopher Sample

What If

2uichary Berends- Torres

Thunderbird

DavidPohiman
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What if they took me away,
Would you notice or keep going with that pretty face?
What if they took away my identity,
Would you even remember me?
What if they took away my limbs,
Would you help me put on plastic ones my friends?
What if, what if, I just disappear,
Would you still be waiting for me here?
What if you and I were both lonely,
Would you want to take the time to get to know me?
And what if my heart was broken,
Would you help me to fix it again?
What if love was just a beat,
That only two had to keep,
Would you help me to keep to time by shuffling my feet?

The fog on the window, steam on my glasses
Making a spectacle out of a freckle of life
Smearing the moisture like words on a page
This is my moment, this is my age
Halfway between meaning and being
The dust on my brow, the scars on my cheek
The signs of existing, the signs of living

Cascades

Hannah Barber

Seeing this world as a blind man with his stick
Though all seems broken, it's nothing I can't fix
Walking the pavement with my flag held high and no intention to fight
Yet even with surrender in mind, my flag is only painted white
Flames nestled in company of an ocean drawn blue
Soaked in lies, I am burned by the truth and I question
"If this is what real feels like,
then how does it feel to be you?"
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Contest Winners

Contributors’ Notes

Artwork:
Peacock - HzrenPate/
Page 29
Poetry:
Elsewhere Page
14

A/yssa

Short Nonfiction:
NostalgiaPage 24

T/mA

Short Fiction:
The Fate of the Argos - Jason
7/ras/er
Page 18
Front Cover:
Writers Vision Back Cover:
Fairytale France - Z/at/an Szanto
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Photography:

On the Tracks
/Vat/an Szanto

Wz//zam

Afozrz's

Hannah Barber is a junior in Biology.
Zachary Berends-Torres is a sophomore in Electrical Engineering.
Alyssa Brant is a senior in Chemical Engineering.
Gene Doty is an Associate Professor Emeritus in the English and Technical Communications Department. He retired in the
summer of2009.
LeAnn Helling is a graduate student in English.
Alek Miller is a senior in Geophysics.
John Morgan is a research professor emeritus in the English and Technical Communication Department. He retired in the
spring o f 2011.
Hiren Patel is a junior in Computer Science.
Michelle Pearson is a junior in English and secondary education.
David Pohlman is a junior in Biochemical Engineering.
Christopher Sample is a senior in Electrical Engineering.
Kiara Shank is a sophomore in Geological Engineering.
Christopher Stuartis a junior in Chemical Engineering.
Nathan Szanto is a sophomore in Electrical Engineering.
Jason Thrasher is a 2010 Missouri S& T alumni of the Aerospace Engineering program.
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Southwinds Staff
Tim Arrington is a sophomore in English from O Fallon, Missouri. His hobbies include writing poetry and the
matic fiction, soccer and football, and conversation. Tim has served as the vice president of Southwinds this se
mester.
Jessie Hahn is a junior from Cape Girardeau, Missouri. She is majoring in Geological Engineering with minors in
Literature, Global Studies, and Geology. This is her third year on staff. Jessie has served as editor-in-chief of this
year’s issue of Southwinds.
William Morris is an Architectural Engineering major from St. Louis, Missouri. This is his first year as a part of the
Southwinds staff. While he prefers drawing and sketching over writing, he does enjoy reading a good story when
time allows.
Ruth Pratt is a freshman from Houston, Texas. She is undecided on her major, but plans on going into some sort
of engineering.
Matt Tantillo is a sophomore in mechanical engineering from Kansas City, Missouri. He has served as the secretary
of Southwinds this year. Aside from Southwinds, Matt writes creatively and reads in his free time, plays trombone,
and enjoys sailing during the summer.
James Veerkamp is a junior in aerospace engineering from Houston, Texas. He has served as the treasurer of
Southwinds this year. James also has a radio show on KMNR.
Alex Womack is an Oklahoma native by birth and a traveler by nature. An engineering major, this is both first year
at the university and with Southwinds. She has a deep set affection for reading in general and W.H. Auden in par
ticular. When not here at Missouri S&T, she lives at home with her extended family—her mother, father, brother,
and their menagerie of pets.
Dr. Cotterill is an associate professor of English at Missouri S&T and faculty advisor for Southwinds.
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Thank You to Our Sponsors
MISSOURI
i

Sff

BOOKSTORE

Watch for announcements during the spring and fall semesters to see when and where Southwinds is being sold. Copies are
also sometimes available from the main office of the Department of English and Technical Communication. Please contact
us at swinds@mst.edu for pricing and availability of back issues, additional costs for mailing, and any other inquiries.
Southwinds is produced in Adobe InDesign and set in Minion Pro and Adobe Garamond Pro for display text.
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On sale in the Department of English
and Technical Communication

